
and education! Also, it seems
the younger you are, the more
absolute your discussion is:
“YouTube is the only option”,
“the Muse video is so good”, 
“I would never choose another
phone”.

What does Generation Z talk
about in beauty?
They’re much more likely to 
be talking about using products
in the context of what they
perceive to be non-normal skin,
when compared with other
consumer groups; acne, dry,
oily and sensitive skin are
frequently points of discussion.

Do you have insight into the
mature beauty consumer?
The older the group the more
the focus is on treatment. They
refer to very specific areas of
skin. They’re much more likely
to use positive evaluation such
as ‘pleased with results’. Points
of reference are more likely to
be frequency of use (nightly,
everyday) and longevity (using
for some time, over the years).
There is greater use of the first
personal pronoun ‘I’
emphasising personal opinion.

How can companies benefit?
The impact of the observations
we make at Relative Insight
continuously amazes, ranging
from pure linguistic changes in
campaign content and strategy
right through to fundamental
sales process changes and even
merchandising decisions. One
of our most exciting experiments
was to use our modelling
approach to improve media
targeting and content resonance.
We take an existing audience,
for example, all of Avon’s
followers on Twitter, and model
their language. Not only what
they say relating to Avon or
cosmetics, but everything they
talk about. This enables us to
surface general interests,
linguistic style and more
nuanced aspects like group-
specific colloquialisms. Then
we use the model to make
recommendations for improved
resonance in campaign content.

For the full interview, visit
cosmeticsbusiness.com

Can you explain what
Relative Insight does?
Relative Insight provides
language analysis for brands and
agencies in order to identify
language variations between
consumer groups. Using
algorithms and a technology
platform originally developed to
catch online criminals, Relative
Insight can track the use of
language on social media sites,
forums and blogs.

What words are millennials
using around beauty today?
We analysed review language
around cosmetic products,
which we segmented by age and
compared. Younger people are
much more likely to talk about
‘wearing’ make-up whereas
older generations talk about
‘applying’ make-up. They’re
interested in the practicality of
a product’s container – whether
it will fit in their bag or not –
and refer to liquids as ‘fluids’. 

What else are millennials
talking about today?
They talk about all kinds of
things, but particularly sleep

SPEAKING THE
LANGUAGE OF

THE CONSUMER
Communicating with your target market using words it
can relate to is half the marketing battle won. Relative
Insight’s Chief Marketing Officer Rich Wilson explains

Expert advice
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CASE STUDY: OLAY
Relative Insight worked with Olay and Saatchi&Saatchi to better
position the brand for communications about cosmetic surgery

Relative Insight collected a vast quantity of language used in
online forums and blogs about cosmetic surgery going back to
2008, resulting in more than 13.6 million words. The language
was segmented and compared by annual/monthly time periods.

The results showed that language used to discuss cosmetic
surgery had evolved from being general to specific. Consumers
were shown to use language to describe specific body parts and
concerns they want to address. Consumers were also shown to
have become very technical and less likely to seek peer support.

As a result, Saatchi&Saatchi was able to create communications
that reflected the DNA of Olay, but also confidently incorporate
language that it knew consumers were using.
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Using the same lingo as
your audience can put your
brand at an advantage


